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Go Forth and Do Good 2003 although the first proper notre dame commencement conferring degrees
on two candidates took place in 1849 general william tecumseh sherman was notre dame s first
graduation speaker with a truly national reputation he attended notre dame s ceremony in 1865 just
months after accepting the surrender of general joseph e johnston s confederate army sherman
whose sons had been students at notre dame came less to give an address than to utter words of
thanks for the kindness shown to his family who had found refuge in the area during the war when
prevailed upon to speak he offered some extemporaneous remarks calling on notre dame graduates
and students to be ready at all times to perform bravely the battle of life
The Rhetoric of Heroic Expectations 2014-02-15 campaign rhetoric helps candidates to get
elected but its effects last well beyond the counting of the ballots this was perhaps never truer than in
barack obama s 2008 campaign did obama create such high expectations that they actually hindered
his ability to enact his agenda should we judge his performance by the scale of the expectations his
rhetoric generated or against some other standard the rhetoric of heroic expectations establishing the
obama presidency grapples with these and other important questions barack obama s election
seemed to many to fulfill martin luther king jr s vision of the long arc of the moral universe bending
toward justice and after the terrorism war and economic downturn of the previous decade candidate
obama s rhetoric cast broad visions of a change in the direction of american life in these and other
ways the election of 2008 presented an especially strong example of creating expectations that would
shape the public s views of the incoming administration the public s high expectations in turn become
a part of any president s burden upon assuming office the interdisciplinary scholars who have
contributed to this volume focus their analysis upon three kinds of presidential burdens institutional
burdens specific to the office of the presidency contextual burdens specific to the historical moment
within which the president assumes office and personal burdens specific to the individual who
becomes president
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States 2010 containing the public messages speeches
and statements of the president 1956 1992
George W. Bush 2003 the o shaughnessy brothers story takes place between 1860 and 1950 in
illinois missouri new york and ireland they were the children of an impoverished immigrant who fled
the famine in ireland and his irish american wife an irish american odysseyis the tale of this first
generation immigrant family s struggle to assimilate into american society highlighting their
perseverance and determination to seize opportunities and surmount obstacles all the while
establishing a legacy for their own descendants in american art advertising journalism and public
service time magazine called james o shaughnessy the best in the business of advertising and he
became the first chief executive of the american association of advertising agencies earlier he was a
star reporter at the chicago tribune and james and francis were centrally involved in founding and
maintaining the irish fellowship club francis was also the first graduate of the university of notre dame
to be invited to deliver its annual commencement address while martin was the first captain of notre
dame s official basketball team an attorney john represented the alleged victim in a notorious white
slavery case thomas gus became the leading gaelic revival artist in america as well as a promoter of
italian american heritage campaigning successfully to have columbus day enacted a public holiday
the remarkable rise of the o shaughnessy brothers proves the american dream is attainable
An Irish-American Odyssey 2014-08-22 how american politics can become more civil and amenable to
public policy solutions while still allowing for effective argument
Rude Democracy 2010-08-20 a provocative new biography probes deeply into the storied life of father
ted hesburgh the well loved but often controversial president of notre dame university considered for
many decades to be the most influential priest in america rev theodore m hesburgh played what
many consider pivotal roles in higher education the catholic church and national and international
affairs american priest examines his life and his many and varied engagements from the university he
led for thirty five years to his associations with the vatican and the white house and evaluates the
extent and importance of his legacy author and notre dame priest professor wilson d miscamble
tracks how hesburgh transformed catholic higher education in the postwar era and explores how he
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became a much celebrated voice in america at large yet beyond the hagiography that often
surrounds hesburgh s legacy lies another more complex and challenging story what exactly were his
contributions to higher learning what was his involvement in the civil rights movement and what was
the nature of his role as advisor to popes and presidents understanding hesburgh s life and work
illuminates the journey that the catholic church traversed over the second half of the twentieth
century exploring and evaluating hesburgh s importance then contributes not only to the colorful
history of notre dame but also to comprehending the american catholic experience praise for
american priest an excellent engaging biography miscamble deftly captures the whole hesburgh in a
fair and thorough portrait catholic philly excellent the story that father miscamble tells is an all
american story the rise of a catholic of relatively modest background close to his immigrant roots to a
place of prominence among the nation s elite public discourse
American Priest 2019-03-12 regardless of the pressures and problems confronting colleges and
universities today they can ill afford to assume that the only essential qualities of those chosen to be
presidents are their abilities to be sound managers institutional developers and public relations
experts nelson argues that college presidents must possess the capacity to use the presidential pulpit
as moral leaders presidents are profiled as leaders who shape student character lead campus
communities and are in the forefront of issues critical to education from this vantage point we can
better examine the moral beliefs at the core of colleges and universities understand and appreciate
moral leadership in higher education and consider the foundations and future of the presidency
Leaders in the Crucible 2000-08-30 the culture wars have as much to do with rhetorical style as
moral substance cathleen kaveny focuses on a powerful stream of religious discourse in american
political speech the biblical rhetoric of prophetic indictment it can be strong medicine against threats
to the body politic she shows but used injudiciously it does more harm than good
Congressional Record 1967 the handbook of rhetoric and public address is a state of the art
companion to the field that showcases both the historical traditions and the future possibilities for
public address scholarship in the twenty first century focuses on public address as both a subject
matter and a critical perspective mindful of the connections between the study of public address and
the history of ideas provides an historical overview of public address research and pedagogy as well
as a reassessment of contemporary public address scholarship by those most engaged in its practice
includes in depth discussions of basic issues and controversies public address scholarship explores
the relationship between the study of public address and contemporary issues of civic engagement
and democratic citizenship reflects the diversity of views among public address scholars advancing on
going discussions and debates over the goals and character of rhetorical scholarship
Prophecy without Contempt 2016-03-07 this book explores the american use of atomic bombs and the
role these weapons played in the defeat of the japanese empire in world war ii it focuses on president
harry s truman s decision making regarding this most controversial of all his decisions the book relies
on notable archival research and the best and most recent scholarship on the subject to fashion an
incisive overview that is fair and forceful in its judgments this study addresses a subject that has been
much debated among historians and it confronts head on the highly disputed claim that the truman
administration practised atomic diplomacy the book goes beyond its central historical analysis to ask
whether it was morally right for the united states to use these terrible weapons against hiroshima and
nagasaki it also provides a balanced evaluation of the relationship between atomic weapons and the
origins of the cold war
The Handbook of Rhetoric and Public Address 2010-05-10 using material from his books articles
and speeches this book demonstrates how fr hesburgh was an influential figure in areas ranging from
science and technology to civil and human rights to economic development
The Most Controversial Decision 2011-04-11 from the former faith adviser to president obama
comes an inspirational guide for those who seek to promote positive social change and build a more
diverse and just democracy the goal of social change work is not a more ferocious revolution it is a
more beautiful social order it is harder to organize a fair trial than it is to fire up a crowd more
challenging to build a good school than it is to tell others they are doing education all wrong but every
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decent society requires fair trials and good schools and that s just the beginning of the list of
institutions and structures that need to be efficiently created and effectively run in large scale diverse
democracy we need to build is a call to create those institutions and a guide for how to run them well
in his youth eboo patel was inspired by love based activists like john lewis martin luther king jr
badshah khan mahatma gandhi mother teresa dorothy day abraham joshua heschel and thich nhat
hanh their example and a timely challenge to build the change he wanted to see led to a life engaged
in the particulars of building nourishing and sustaining an institution that seeks to promote positive
social change interfaith america now drawing on his twenty years of experience patel tells the stories
of what he s learned and how in the process he came to construct as much as critique and collaborate
more than oppose his challenge to us is clear those of us committed to refounding america as a just
and inclusive democracy need to defeat the things we don t like by building the things we do
Hesburgh of Notre Dame 2021 catholics constitute the largest religious community in the united
states yet most american catholics have never known a time when their church was not embroiled in
controversies over liturgy religious authority cultural change and gender and sexuality today these
arguments are taking place against the backdrop of pope francis s progressive agenda and the
resurgence of the clergy sexual abuse crisis what is the future of catholicism in america this volume
considers the prospects at a pivotal moment contributors scholars from sociology theology religious
studies and history look at the church s evolving institutional structure its increasing ethnic diversity
and its changing public presence they explore the tensions among members of the hierarchy between
clergy and laity and along lines of ethnicity immigration status class generation political affiliation and
degree of religious commitment they conclude that american catholicism s future will be pluriform
reflecting the variety of cultural political ideological and spiritual points of view that typify the
multicultural democratic society of which catholics constitute so large a part
We Need to Build 2022-05-10 each public papers volume contains the papers and speeches of the
president of the united states issued by the office of the press secretary during the specified time
period the material is presented in chronological order and the dates shown in the headings are the
dates of the documents or events in instances when the release date differs from the date of the
document itself that fact is shown in the text note the appendixes in each public papers volume
provide listings of a digest of the presdient s daily schedule and meetings when announced and other
items of general interest issed by the officeof the press secretary the president s nominations
submitted to the senate a checklist of materials released by the office of the press secretary that are
not printed full text in the book and a table of proclamations executive orders and other presidential
documents released by the office of the press secretary and published in the federal register
The Future of Catholicism in America 2019-04-02 when asked what he wanted written on his
tombstone fr theodore hesburgh responded with one word priest this giant of a man a man who
advised presidents and counseled popes who championed civil rights and world peace who accepted
16 presidential appointments and 150 honorary degrees who served an unprecedented thirty five
years as president of the university of notre dame could have listed any number of accolades instead
he chose his first and most important vocation fr ted never felt that his calling to be a priest set him
apart rather it drew him into relationships with others and out in service to the world it was a call to
serve as mediator to bridge the divides that separate church and society conservatives and liberals
the powerful and those on the margins he spent his life bringing people together this new biography
is the first to tell the story of the spirituality that shaped one of the twentieth century s most
distinguished public servants it is a story to inspire all those who strive to live out their faith in the
midst of a deeply divided world
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, Barack Obama 2010 develops an approach to
contemporary religious moral and political conflicts in which conflict may be constructively reframed
and creatively engaged toward productive democratic practice rather than viewed mainly as a source
of aversion that needs to be rooted out or resolved once and for all
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: January 20 to June 30, 2009 2010
african american women s rhetoric the search for dignity personhood and honor deals with the
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rhetoric of african american women from enslavement to current times examining slave narratives
and contemporary print music and other media surrounding the lives of african american women
covering a variety of specific women and their rhetoric within the context of a historical period the
book provides central themes and strategic and social concerns of african american women and their
environment it frames in some cases the rhetoric of contemporary women in politics and other fields
of prominence including condoleeza rice and barbara lee among others deborah f atwater explores
how african women today who engage in speech in the public sphere come from a historical line of
active women who have been outspoken in politics education business and various social contexts
heretofore these women have not been studied in a comprehensive manner specifically how do these
african american women discuss themselves and more importantly how do they represent who they
are in various communities how do these women persuade their diverse audiences to value what they
say and who they are african american women s rhetoric will be an invaluable contribution to upper
division undergraduate and graduate courses in rhetoric african american rhetoric history and women
s studies
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Barack Obama, 2009, Book 1
2011-04-28 in exploring the role of catholic intellectuals in engaging science and technology in the
twentieth century this book initially provides a background context for this evolution by examining the
modernism crisis in the first chapter in order to unpack the subsequent evolution thompson then
concentrates in separate chapters on the distinctive contributions of four specific catholic intellectuals
jacques maritain 1882d1973 pierre teilhard de chardin 1881d1955 bernard lonergan 1904d1984 and
thomas merton 1915d1968 all of these intellectuals experienced some degree of official restraint in
their efforts but through their distinctive intellectual trajectories they contributed to a different
engagement of the church with science and technology in the final chapters the book first reviews the
changes within the institutional church in the twentieth century toward science and technology finally
it then applies some key ideals of the four intellectuals to anneal and extend john paul ii s approach of
critical openness to suggest how the church can now engage science and technology
Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents 2001 proponents of professional ethics recognize the
importance of theory but also know that the field of ethics is best understood through real world
applications this book introduces students and practitioners to important ethical concepts through the
lives of major thinkers ranging from aristotle to ayn rand john stuart mill to the dalai lama some two
dozen contributors approach media ethics from five perspectives altruistic egoistic autonomous
legalist and communitarian and use real people as examples to convey ethical concepts as something
more than mere abstractions readers see how confucius represents group loyalty gandhi nonviolent
action mother teresa the spirit of sacrifice each profile provides biographical material the individual s
basic ethical position and contribution and insight into how his or her moral teachings can help the
modern communicator the roster of thinkers is gender inclusive ethnically diverse and spans a broad
range of time and geography to challenge the misperception that moral theory is dominated by
western males these profiles challenge us not to give up on moral thinking in our day but to take
seriously the abundance of good ideas in ethics that the human race provides they speak to real life
struggles by applying to such trials the lasting quality of foundational thought many of the root values
to which they appeal are cross cultural even universal exemplifying these five ethical perspectives
through more than two dozen mentors provides today s communicators with a solid grounding of key
ideas for improving discussion and attaining social progress in their lives and work these profiles
convey the diversity of means to personal and social betterment through worthwhile ideas that truly
make ethics come alive
Theodore Hesburgh, CSC 2020-08-14 contains primary source material
Healthy Conflict in Contemporary American Society 2018-04-12 from a writer with long and high level
experience in the u s government a startling and provocative assessment of america s global
dominance maximalist puts the history of our foreign policy in an unexpected new light while drawing
fresh compelling lessons for the present and future when the united states has succeeded in the
world stephen sestanovich argues it has done so not by staying the course but by having to change it
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usually amid deep controversy and uncertainty for decades the united states has been a power like
no other yet presidents and policy makers worry that they and even more their predecessors haven t
gotten things right other nations they say to themselves contribute little to meeting common
challenges international institutions work badly an effective foreign policy costs too much public
support is shaky even the greatest successes often didn t feel that way at the time sestanovich
explores the dramatic results of american global primacy built on these anxious foundations
recounting cycles of overcommitment and underperformance highs of achievement and confidence
followed by lows of doubt we may think there was a time when america s international role reflected
bipartisan unity policy continuity and a unique ability to work with others but maximalist tells a
different story one of divided administrations and divisive decision making of clashes with friends and
allies of regular attempts to set a new direction doing too much has always been followed by doing
too little and vice versa maximalist unearths the backroom stories and personalities that bring
american foreign policy to life who knew how hard lyndon johnson fought to stay out of the war in
vietnam or how often henry kissinger ridiculed the idea of visiting china who remembers that george
bush sr found ronald reagan s diplomacy too passive or that bush jr considered bill clinton s too active
leaders and scoundrels alike emerge from this retelling in sharper focus than ever before sestanovich
finds lessons in the past that anticipate and clarify our chaotic present
African American Women's Rhetoric 2009-02-16 let us talk of many things first published in 2000
brings together buckley s finest speeches from throughout his career always deliciously provocative
they cover a vast range of topics the end of the cold war manners in politics the failure of the war on
drugs the importance of winning the america s cup and much else reissued with additional speeches
let us talk of many things is the ideal gift for any serious conservative
Between Science and Religion 2009-08-15 from the silent era to the present film productions have
shaped the way the public views campus life collaborations between universities and hollywood
entities have disseminated influential ideas of race gender class and sexual difference even more
directly hollywood has drawn writers actors and other talent from ranks of professors and students
while also promoting the industry in classrooms curricula and film studies programs in addition to
founding film schools university administrators have offered campuses as filming locations in
university babylon curtis marez argues that cinema has been central to the uneven incorporation and
exclusion of different kinds of students professors and knowledge working together marez argues film
and educational institutions have produced a powerful ideology that links respectability to academic
merit in order to marginalize and manage people of color combining concepts and methods from
critical university studies ethnic studies native studies and film studies university babylon analyzes
the symbolic and institutional collaborations between hollywood filmmakers and university
administrators over the representation of students and by extension college life more broadly
Ethical Communication 2013-02-15 as human rights discourse increasingly focuses on analysing
states and the institutions that promote and support the human rights machinery that states have
created this volume serves to recall that despite the growing size of the machinery and unwieldy
nature of states human rights began with real people it samples a broad range of actors and localities
where everyday people fought to ensure that the basic principles of human rights became a reality for
all this volume will give a face to the everyday people to whom credit is due for shaping human rights
it also responds to the perennial question of how to begin a career in human rights by highlighting
that there is no single path into this dynamic field a field built on the back of small initiatives by
people across a broad spectrum of career paths
The Papers of Dwight David Eisenhower 1970 the clash of religion and politics has been a steady
source of polarization in north america in order to think wisely and constructively about the spiritual
dimension of our political life there is need for an approach that can both maintain the diversity of
belief and foster values founded on the principles of religion in spiritualizing politics without
politicizing religion james r price and kenneth r melchin provide a possible framework approaching
issues in politics via a profile of sargent shriver 1915 2011 an american diplomat politician and a
driving force behind the creation of the peace corps focusing on the speeches shriver delivered in the
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course of his work to advance civil rights and build world peace price and melchin highlight the
spiritual component of his efforts to improve institutional structures and solve social problems they
contextualize shriver s approach by contrasting it with contemporary landmark decisions of the u s
supreme court on the role of religion in politics in doing so spiritualizing politics without politicizing
religion explains that navigating the relationship of religion and politics requires attending to both the
religious diversity that politics must guard and the religious involvements that politics needs to do its
work
Maximalist 2014-02-11 in an era increasingly marked by polarized and unproductive political
debates this volume makes the case for a renewed emphasis on teaching speech and debate both in
and outside of the classroom speech and debate education leads students to better understand their
first amendment rights and the power of speaking it teaches them to work together collaboratively to
solve problems and it encourages critical thinking reasoned and fact based argumentation and
respect for differing viewpoints in our increasingly diverse and global society highlighting the need for
more emphasis on the ethics and skills of democratic deliberation the contributors to this volume
leading scholars teachers and coaches in speech and debate programs around the country offer new
ideas for reinvigorating curricular and co curricular speech and debate by recovering and reinventing
their historical mission as civic education combining historical case studies theoretical reflections and
reports on programs that utilize rhetorical pedagogies to educate for citizenship speech and debate
as civic education is a first of its kind collection of the best ideas for reinventing and revitalizing the
civic mission of speech and debate for a new generation of students in addition to the editors the
contributors to this volume include jenn anderson michael d bartanen ann crigler sara a mehltretter
drury david a frank g thomas goodnight ronald walter greene taylor w hahn darrin hicks edward a
hinck jin huang una kimokeo goes rebecca a kuehl lorand laskai tim lewis robert s littlefield allan d
louden paul e mabrey iii jamie mckown gordon r mitchell catherine h palczewski angela g ray robert c
rowland minhee son sarah stone watt melissa maxcy wade david weeks carly s woods and david
zarefsky
Let Us Talk of Many Things 2008-10-28 this book explores the way today s interconnected and
digitized world marked by social media over sharing and blurred lines between public and private
spheres shapes the nature and fallout of scandal in a frenzied media environment today s digitized
world has erased the former distinction between the public and private self in the social sphere
scandal in a digital age marries scholarly research on scandal with journalistic critique to explore how
our internet culture driven by over sharing and viral visual content impacts the occurrence of scandal
and its rapid spread online through retweets and reposts no longer are examples of scandalous
behavior merely reported in the news today news consumers can see the visual evidence of salacious
behavior whether through an illicit tweet or video with a simple click and we can t help but click
University Babylon 2019-11-19 drawing on the political theology of reinhold niebuhr described by
barack obama as one of my favourite philosophers this book assesses the challenges facing the
president during his first term it evaluates his success in adhering to niebuhr s path of christian
realism when faced with the pragmatic demands of domestic and foreign affairs in 2008 candidate
obama used the ideas of hope and change to inspire voters and secure the presidency obama
promised change not only regarding america s policies but even more fundamentally in the nation s
political culture holder and josephson describe the foundations of president obama s christian faith
and the extent to which it has shaped his approach to politics their book explores obama s journey of
faith in the context of a broadly augustinian understanding of faith and politics examines the tensions
between christian realism and pragmatic progressivism explains why a christian realist interpretation
is essential to understanding obama s presidency and applies this model of understanding to
considerations of foreign and domestic policy by combining this theological and political analysis the
book offers a special opportunity to reflect on the relationship between christian faith and
statesmanship reflections that are missing from current popular discussions of the obama presidency
through consideration of niebuhr s models of the prophet and the statesman and the more popular
alternative of the political evangelist holder and josephson are better able to explain the president s
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successes and his failures and to unveil the augustinian limits of the political life
The Faces of Human Rights 2019-05-16 welcome to barack obama his inspiring speeches a 12 part
book series that encapsulates the most complete collection of the iconic speeches that defined a
presidency for the members of the african diaspora community seeking to embrace their heritage and
preserve the accomplishments of one of their most prominent figures this 12 part book series is a
testament to the remarkable legacy of barack obama this book is more than a mere tribute it is a
testament to the triumphs and struggles of our community it invites you to embrace your african
diaspora heritage and find inspiration in the journey of an extraordinary leader obama s words ignite
a sense of pride and possibility empowering a new generation to shape their own destinies immerse
yourself in the wisdom and passion that flow through the pages of barack obama and his inspiring
speeches celebrate the achievements of a trailblazer who shattered barriers and defied expectations
let his words ignite your own aspirations and empower you to make a lasting impact on the world
around you
Spiritualizing Politics without Politicizing Religion 2022-03-31 in a time of political turmoil how should
we pray what is the role of prayer in resisting politics that are based on hatred and division this book
claims prayer as a way to choose hope over fear beginning soon after the inauguration in 2017
shannon craigo snell offered brief daily prayers lifting up people and groups who were actively
working for the common good these prayers collected here provide a historical record of the
rhetorical and political outrages of the first year of the trump administration as well as the actions of
those who resisted they remember the small victories averted disasters and ongoing struggles of
people of good will they affirm not only the practical value of political involvement but also the
spiritual value of such engagement in solidarity with those most vulnerable to destructive policies in
addition to these daily prayers this book offers an introduction and invitation to prayer intercessory
prayer in particular can bridge divides between religious traditions and cultural differences creating a
space in which diverse communities can hope together for a better world
Speech and Debate as Civic Education 2017-10-31 a new account of grand strategy critical to
understanding how america has used its power in both peace and war
Scandal in a Digital Age 2016-08-10 argues that the obama administration has become the most
divisive presidency in history describing how the president has put his ideological and electoral
interests ahead of what is best for the country
The Irony of Barack Obama 2016-03-09 what democrats talk about when they talk about god is a
collection of essays on the religious communication of members of the democratic party past and
present in office while campaigning and in their public and private writing while many books on the
market address issues at the intersection of church and state none to date have focused exclusively
on democrats as important participants in the dialogue about religion and politics
Barack Obama & His Inspiring Speeches Vol. 3 2019-01-17 violence has been a central feature of
america s history culture and place in the world it has taken many forms from state sponsored uses of
force such as war or law enforcement to revolution secession terrorism and other actions with
important political and cultural implications religion also holds a crucial place in the american
experience of violence particularly for those who have found order and meaning in their worlds
through religious texts symbols rituals and ideas yet too often the religious dimensions of violence
especially in the american context are ignored or overstated in either case poorly understood from
jeremiad to jihad religion violence and america corrects these misunderstandings charting and
interpreting the tendrils of religion and violence this book reveals how formative moments of their
intersection in american history have influenced the ideas institutions and identities associated with
the united states religion and violence provide crucial yet underutilized lenses for seeing america
anew including its outlook on and relation to the world
Disciplined Hope 2024-01-11 even as historians credit ronald reagan and pope john paul ii with
hastening the end of the cold war they have failed to recognize the depth or significance of the bond
that developed between the two leaders acclaimed scholar and bestselling author paul kengor
changes that in this fascinating book he reveals a singular bond which included a spiritual connection
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between the catholic pope and the protestant president that drove the two men to confront what they
knew to be the great evil of the twentieth century soviet communism reagan and john paul ii almost
didn t have the opportunity to forge this relationship just six weeks apart in the spring of 1981 they
took bullets from would be assassins but their strikingly similar near death experiences brought them
close together to moscow s dismay based on kengor s tireless archival digging and his unique access
to reagan insiders a pope and a president is full of revelations it takes you inside private meetings
between reagan and john paul ii and into the oval office the vatican the cia the kremlin and many
points beyond nancy reagan called john paul ii her husband s closest friend reagan himself told polish
visitors that the pope was his best friend when you read this book you will understand why as kindred
spirits ronald reagan and john paul ii united in pursuit of a supreme objective and in doing so they
changed history
Purpose and Power 2012-09-04
Divider-in-Chief 2010-10-11
What Democrats Talk about When They Talk about God 2012-06-06
From Jeremiad to Jihad 2023-07-18
A Pope and a President
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